IMAGINE * * * * * * * I n the dark quiet between the two worlds - one
very near and one very far away - there is a beautiful magical place known
as Galunlati (Galoonlatee). Some people say it is a small planet wrapped in
the enormous blanket of the universe. Others say it is the sparkling star that
sometimes appears when you close your eyes and look inside your mind.
The American Indian people have always called it The Great Mystery.
The respect and the delight of Galunlati belongs to everyone, and to all
living things. It is a place shared by all, yet a place all your own. You can
get there from any planet in the Universe, no matter where you happen to
be, and from any nation, city or neighborhood. In fact, anyone who closes
their eyes and looks a little longer than a wink can catch a glimpse of the
realm of light of Galunlati, or hear the whisper of The Great Mystery.
Each person and each culture sees Galunlati a little differently. And
that is why it is the richest place in the Universe.
The American Indian people say the magnificent Tree of Peace is
found there, with roots of wisdom principles stretching as far as the heart
can see, in each of the sacred directions.
One Starchild saw the Flowerpeople glistening with dew, dancing
under the Tree of Peace. But for another, the Tree appeared as a rocket
filled with stardust, blazing like a shooting star. Still another has seen colors
playing rainbow games. And someone heard the heatbeat of a drum and the
sounds of a saxaphone. There is no end to the stories about Galunlati. All of
them are true, and some have not yet been told. But one thing is for certain
without Honor, the magic and power of Galunlati is lost.
Recently I saw the Starchild called HP bring The Honor Gang to Mother
Earth. They were in a Stargate Ship that came from Galunlati. HP was the
first Starchild to join the Gang. I heard him say the Honor Gang's sacred
purpose was to bring the magic and power of ‘Galunlati’s Honor' to Mother
Earth, Father Sky and all their Relations so they could survive.
The Honor Gang brought with them 'T he Code of Sacred Relationship'
which gave clear Reminders in the form of actions, for life to continue.

